
CASE STUDY: BLOGGING

A blog all of my own
Microsoft has 800 corporate bloggers. Elen Lewis investigates how blogging is giving the

iBceless technology company a human face and putting trust in the hands of its employees

It's probably not surprising to hear that Microsoft, the
technology superpower, has recognised the power of
blogging. Indeed, it's one of the biggest evangelists
and has an estimated 800 corporate bloggers. Chair-
man, Bill Gates seems so convinced that blogging is
the next gold rush that he's practically handing out
the shovels to employees.

Inevitably this blogging evangelism is not altruism
- the company is planning on taking over the informal
world of blogs with a new tool called MSN Spaces, soft-
weire that enables people to create online diaries.

"This is where the action is. Our technology helps
this form of communication and it would be ironic if
we told our employees not to blog. We give them phones,
we've moved from paper to email - it's just another
form of communication," explains Nick Barley,
business and marketing officer of Microsoft UK.

Sceptical bloggers swarmed over MSN Spaces,
picking holes in Microsoft's attempt to muscle in on
the blogosphere, especially when they discovered it
was censored. Widely read blog Boing Boing
revealed that while MSN Spaces barred a blog caUed
Pornography and the Law and Corporate Whore
Chronicles, it was prepared to publish a blog called
Smoking Crack, a guide for teens.

It was the unlikely, unknown voice of Robert
Scoble - a blogging Microsoft employee - who leapt to
his company's defence, rather than the corporate com-
munications department. Because commercial ambi-
tion aside, Microsoft's prolific corporate bloggers are
helping to change the way the company is perceived.

Scoble has a blog of his own, Scobleizer, which
details his opinions on the world of technology and
inner world of Microsoft, where he has worked for
nearly two years. However, he refutes the suggestion
that his blog attracts so much interest because he
works for Bill Gates.

"I had tens of thousands of readers every month
before I worked at Microsoft," he tells me in a post on
his blog. (Journalists wanting to speak to Scoble
directly have to go through Microsoft's PR agency,
unless they file questions via his blog.)
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Interestingly, Scoble didn't shout back at the criti-
cism from bloggers about MSN Spaces, but agreed.
"MSN Spaces isn't the blogger service for me," he
wrote, adding that he would make sure the team work-
ing on the project were aware of the complaints. He
became the listening, human face of Microsoft.

"Every big corporation is often accused of being
faceless. Blogging allows us to show our human face
and engage with people on a one-to-one basis.
There's immediate feedback and it demonstrates
that we listen. Robert Scoble shows how passionate
people are at Microsoft," admits Barley

Pete Blackshaw, CMO at Intelliseek, a blog
search engine applauds Microsoft for being bold. He
credits blogging with changing perceptions of the
company "It's putting a new face on a brand that's
been seen as insensitive and faceless," he says.

Scoble is also convinced that blogs like his, can
give a company a competitive advantage. He tells me:
"Companies that have a strong conversation with
their customers will be more competitive. For me,
it's not about keeping customers up to date, but
rather listening to them and participating in word-
of-mouth conversations that happen online."

Ground control
Scoble is not the only blogger at Microsoft. Channel 9,
named after the in-flight channel on some airlines that
allows passengers to listen to exchanges between the
cockpit and air traffic control, is a group blog that
addresses the community outside Microsoft. It describes
itself as: "A way to listen in to the cockpit at Microsoft."

InteUiseek's Blackshaw believes Channel 9 is prov-
ing that employees are often the most effective mar-
keting channel. "It's the insight that employees Ccin be
the best advertising channel as they speak with
authority passion and credibility Channel 9 is putting
enormous pressure on the rest of the organisation,
especially customer services, to get more in touch. It
comes from a genuine passion to build a better brand."

Gaby Darbyshire, director at Gawker Media, a US-
based 'blogging publisher', agrees, describing Channel
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S«j58rt Scable's guidelines for corporate blogging

• Tetl the truth. If another company has a product that's better
than yours, link to it.

I I Post fast on good news or bad news. If people are saying bad
things about your product and you don't answer them, that
distrust builds.

• Use a human voice. Don't get corporate lawyers and PR
professionals to cleanse your speech.

• Have a thici( skin. People will say bad things - that's part of
the process.

• Link to your competitors and say nice things about them.

• Never lie and never hide information.

Microsoft biog.s

• Microsoft community blogs
www.microsoft.com/communities/blogs/
PortalHome.mspx

• Robert Scoble's blog - the Microsoft
geek blogger
http://scoble.weblogs.com

• Microsoft development employee blogs
http://blogs.msdn.com

• Microsoft IT employee blogs
http://blogs.technet.com

• Channel 9
http://channet9.msdn.e0m
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9 as the marketing and human face of Microsoft. "It's
groundbreaking because Microsoft was a closed
organisation and it has managed to open up."

Unusually for a company that's renowned for
being in control, Microsoft has taken a relaxed
approach to its employees' blogging. Although each
blog carries a disclaimer, there is no official policy
that each employee must adhere to.

"Our basic advice is be smart," elaborates
Microsoft's Barley. "If a developer's working on a
secret code then it's obvious they shouldn't speak
about it in the public domain."

Microsoft is considering launching an official
blogging policy, but Barley insists that it would not be
to control what to say but to train employees on how to
blog more effectively "Blogging is an irreverent form
of communication that steps outside the corporate
control of Microsoft. We have to believe sind trust peo-
ple like Robert Scoble. They are intelligent people who
love working for Microsoft," he insists.

Sun Microsystems also takes a relaxed approach to
blogging and hosts around 1,000 employee blogs. The
most popular, Jonathan's blog, is written by the presi-
dent Jonathan Schwartz. He gets 30,000 readers a day
for his thoughts on technology interspersed with live-
ly attacks on competitors such as Hewlett-Packard.

However, Schwartz has to be careful not to say any-
thing on his blog that might be classified as market-
sensitive information such as strategy or financials
which might prompt an investor to buy or sell Sun's
shares. For this reason, he occasionally consults his
legal team to ensure his blog is not overly revealing.

BiU Gates does not yet have a blog of his own,
although there have been rumours over the last year
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that he is about to launch one. Predictably there are
a number of spoof blogs claiming to be penned by
the Microsoft founder, but their authenticity is
betrayed by discussions of cheese sandwiches and
PCs swelling with viruses.

But Gates is prepared to give interview slots to
bloggers. Earlier this year, Microsoft got in contact
with influential technology blogger Joel Johnson, who
edits Gizmodo (a Gawker Media blog) to see if he
wanted to interview Gates. And along with Apple chief
Steve Jobs, Gates is known to read blogs.

Out of time
One of the biggest challenges for bloggers is finding
the time to update them regularly Eric Rudder, a sen-
ior vice president at Microsoft started a blog in May
2003 but let it lapse for months at a time. This led to an
internal joke that they would use his name as the verb
for letting one's blog go dormant.'

Blogging is having a significant impact on the
way that companies communicate with their cus-
tomers and also the way in which they are perceived.
In some cases it means that corporate communica-
tions no longer comes from the organisation.

Blogging means that conversations between a
company and its stakeholders don't always take
place in traditional, formal, ordered channels. And
it's for this reason that Microsoft's Barley warns that
blogging is not something you can control. "The
minute you start exploiting new ways of communi-
cation, you undermine the credibility of how they
were formed in the first place. Tread carefully
Marketing directors should just regard it as another
form of communication." D






